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Here is one of my most energetic eBooks yet! Read along as I guide you through my

domination of ten altogether new submissive men that truly learned their place!This work is

truly a MUST READ for anyone who wants to learn more about Female Supremacy and how

wonderful it truly is!

From the Back CoverKundalini?Yes!This is perhaps the most detailed commentary, most

English-expressed translation of the Hatha Yoga Pradipika with profuse illustrations of what

happens in the subtle body of a yogi who is proficient in kundalini manipulation for subtle body

transformation. Some diagrams show what happens in the subtle body of a yogi who masters

this process. The tantric aspects of controlled psyche-arresting sexual intercourse is plainly

discusses just as Swatmarama Mahayogin did in the Sanskrit original but with more details in

the commentary of exactly how that is done. This is the theory. A reader is responsible for the

practice but there is sufficient exposition. Any ascetic can use this information to develop a

kundalini yoga practice. The raja yoga integration of remaining introverted while being

externally occupied is explained. Kundalini yoga as it is described in the Hatha Yoga Pradipika

is a complicated mix of ascetic practices, but if the student learns each of the aspects from a

competent teacher, it can be mastered. This book is the syllabus for such education and gives

the theoretical platform for this. --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the

AuthorMichael Beloved (Yogi Madhvacharya) took his current body in 1951 in Guyana. In 1965,

while living in Trinidad, he instinctively began doing yoga postures and tried to make sense of

the supernatural side of life.Later in 1970, in the Philippines, he approached a Martial Arts

Master named Mr. Arthur Beverford. He explained to the teacher that he was seeking a yoga

instructor. Mr. Beverford identified himself as an advanced disciple of Sri Rishi Singh Gherwal,

an Ashtanga Yoga master.Beverford taught the traditional Ashtanga Yoga with stress on

postures, attentive breathing and brow chakra centering meditation. (

In 1972, Michael entered the Denver, Colorado Ashram of kundalini yoga Master Sri

Harbhajan Singh. There he took instruction in bhastrika pranayama and its application to yoga

postures. He was supervised mostly by Yogi Bhajan's disciple named Prem Kaur.In 1979

Michael formally entered the disciplic succession of the Brahma -Madhava-Gaudiya

Sampradaya through Swami Kirtanananda, who was a prominent sannyasi disciple of the

Great Vaishnava Authority Sri Swami Bhaktivedanta Prabhupada, the exponent of devotion to

Sri Krishna.However, yoga has a mystic side to it, thus Michael took training and teaching

empowerment from several spiritual masters of different aspects of spiritual development. This

is consistent with Sri Krishna's advice to Arjuna in the Bhagavad Gita:Most of the instructions

Michael received were given in the astral world. On that side of existence, his most prominent

teachers were Sri Swami Shivananda of Rishikesh, Yogiraj Swami Vishnudevananda, Sri

Babaji Mahasaya - the master of the masters of Kriya Yoga, Srila Yogeshwarananda of

Gangotri - the master of the masters of Raj Yoga (spiritual clarity), and Siddha Swami

Nityananda the Brahm�� Yoga authority. Sri Rishi Singh Gherwal, who is deceased, inspired this

translation and commentary of the Hatha Yoga Pradipika. --This text refers to the paperback

edition.
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A VIEW TO DOMINATEINTRODUCTIONTime is turning pages and will never stand still. We

are in the early stages of 2021 and the future is unclear. A lot of things are going on around the

world and not all are good. All of us have gone through a lot during the past year and we still

have more hurdles to get over.Let me express my deepest sympathy to anyone that has lost a

spouse, partner, friend or family member to COVID-19. My heart goes out to you and I can only

imagine how painful that must be. Luckily, I have not been stricken and my daughter has been

healthy as well.Sometimes everyone has to toughen up and make adjustments to get through

a crisis and I hope that you understand what I mean. I have indeed had to change things up a

bit as safety is certainly the top priority.Even though times are not the best, I do see some

positive signs. Among other things, I see a lot more interest and action in the world of dominant

women and submissive men. As I have said many times, it truly is the natural order of life and

how things are meant to be. Undeniably, female supremacy is nature's way.Beyond any doubt, I

have followers and fans from virtually all over the planet. I believe that will only expand as I

continue to spread the truth about life and many more learn from me. Of course, I have

dominated slaves from many countries and every continent. It's always been totally normal to

me and I don't think that will ever change. My philosopy has always been that female

supremacy exists from the womb to the grave.While I learned the basics from my mother, I

have passed on a lot of my knowledge to my daughter and to my slaves as well. Some of the

men have been seasoned while others were totally fresh.I hope that many of you reading this

eBook have actually been with a dominant woman. For those of you that haven't, I don't want

you to be ashamed. There is definitely still time and everyone has to start somewhere and at

some time. Through the years I have had a lot of submissive men contact me after becoming

very curious about female supremacy. Some have admitted that they had never been with

dominant women while others tried to keep it secret.Once again, it's not something to be

ashamed of. Many submissive men have that strong desire to serve women but can't always

find the courage to allow it to happen. Indeed, I continue to get a lot of communication from

males that ask about how to start the process.Obviously, things do vary with each individual

but there are some things that should always be a part of it. Generally, if the submissive man's

heart is in the right place, the rest can follow. I've trained a lot of males during my life and

certainly enjoy newbies.In a way, it's like I am creating these males I train as they are surely

better off after learning from me. I have the knack to make things happen and know good slave

material when I see it.I keep in touch with many of the submissive men that serve me and

become very pleased as they progress. I haven't kept track but quite a few have told me how

much my ways and style have helped them.Some have said it's been like magic and I believe

that to be true. A domme does indeed have magic and a good slave will not only see it but feel

it as well. It's something that might not be defined in any place but clearly is needed and

tangible.I sincerely hope that everybody understands and remembers what a great situation it

is for a man to submit to a woman. It's the most natural thing in life and something that will

always be a major part of life. It's been happening all over the world and that won't change

anytime soon either!Here in my newest eBook, I will introduce you to ten new males that

became slaves. Their backgrounds were very diversified as they came from many different

places and worked various jobs. I've always been open to a variety of males as they all can

benefit from my wisdom and nurturing.Each one served me in a different way and I truly

enjoyed the experiences. I'm a better person having been with these submissive men and they

are improved as well.After reading my latest work, some of you might have questions and you



are more than welcome to contact me directly. Of course, I am available through social media

as well as through other ways. The more I can help submissive men reach their full potential,

the better our world will become.My newest work might be my most energetic one yet! Now

without further ado, let's ease our way into A View To Dominate and see how much we can all

learn and improve.TABLE OF CONTENTSCHAPTER ONE - AN EASY TARGET FROM

TAHOECHAPTER TWO - FROM WAY UP NORTH TO WAY DOWN BELOWCHAPTER

THREE - DOGGIE TIME TEXAS STYLECHAPTER FIVE - BIG, BLACK AND FULLY

SUBMISSIVECHAPTER SIX - SOME INTERESTING FACE TIMECHAPTER SEVEN - A

GEORGIAN AND SWEET, WET GOLDCHAPTER EIGHT - A BRIT AND A VASTLY

DIFFERENT SCENECHAPTER NINE - SOME ENJOYMENT WITH A BIG

HOOSIERCHAPTER TEN - IL MIO FRATELLO ITALIANOCHAPTER ONE - AN EASY

TARGET FROM TAHOEAs most of you know, I've dominated men from a lot of places. It is

interesting that not that many have been Nevada residents. Jerry, however, lived in the Lake

Tahoe area and worked at one of the casinos. He traveled to Las Vegas on occasion and was

planning to come down for a weekend. He was one of my followers on social media and sent

me a delightful introductory email. From there we had a fine conversation and I agreed that he

could visit me while he was here in Las Vegas.The casino worker contacted me once he

arrived here in Southern Nevada and got settled in his hotel. I quickly drove over and easily

found him waiting for me in the lobby. He was around forty with red hair and was wearing a

charming smile. As I approached I could both see and sense his desire and eagerness. After

he kissed my extended hand we went to one of the casino bars to get better acquainted.Jerry

was a Nevada native as his family had lived here for quite some time. He had a brother that

worked in construction and a sister that worked in sales. Their parents were retired and all still

lived in Northern Nevada. When he wasn't working for the casinos Jerry enjoyed playing the

saxophone and liked to ski also. He said he was most active in the Tahoe area but would travel

to other resorts too.When I asked him about previous experience with dominant women he

said he had been with two in the Reno area along with one in San Francisco. After reading

some of my eBooks he decided to follow me on social media and eventually worked up the

gumption to send an email.I started to giggle as I watched how quickly the man from Tahoe

guzzled his beer down. That told me he was ready for action and so was I. After I gently

nudged him with my foot we headed for the elevator and rode it up to his room on the eighth

floor. Once we got inside I had him place my bag on the bed and then strip for the bodily

inspection.Jerry was fairly thin and could have used a better diet and possibly a weight

program. He wasn't the tallest slave I ever met but wasn't a midget either. After I examined his

entire body and looked inside his mouth I told him he had passed the inspection and that we

were ready to get started.The submissive Nevada man wanted me to dominate him using only

my bare hands and feet. Of course, that is a scene that I excel at and I couldn't wait to do so.

My first action was to order Jerry to drop down and remove my shoes. While he was down

there I placed my foot on top of his neck and got verbal as I pressed down."See here, little

man! You're going to learn just how inferior you are and love every minute of it. Now beg for me

to remove my foot and let you up!"Without hesitating, Jerry did what I said and I'll never forget

his words."Please Mistress! I am only a mere male and you are much stronger. Please let me

up!"After waiting for a moment and letting loose a nice, loud laugh I removed my foot and

allowed him to stand up. As soon as he fully stood up, I landed a powerful chop that knocked

the redhead onto the nearby bed. As he was flat on his back I wasted no time and pinned him

down before getting verbal again."I can do whatever I want to you, little man. You're just my

property and if I want to hurt you I will. I own you and I will find ways for you to amuse



me!"Upon hearing my statement the slave took a deep breath and gulped. He knew he was

already totally under my power and had no choice. As I looked into his frightened eyes I

carefully placed my forearm under his chin and began applying pressure to his throat. I smiled

as I increased the pressure and loved the obvious fear he was showing.As Jerry gasped for air

I spit right into his eye and laughed as loud as thunder. My new slave was completely at my

mercy and I wasn't going to show any. After I had my fill of having my arm against his throat I

removed it and shoved my fingers into his mouth.First I grabbed his tongue and gave it a good

yank. Then I started fingering his teeth and decided to get verbal once more."Your teeth

interest me, slave! I wonder which ones I should knock out and save as trophies!"My newest

statement made Jerry cringe again and I was completely enjoying his fear reaction. I continued

playing with his teeth and knew he wouldn't dare bite me. When I was finished I grabbed him

by the arm and jerked him up to his feet. Then I threw him down on the ground and kicked him

in his rear end. That blow made him moan but sincerely pleased me.The man from Tahoe was

completely helpless and completely scared. My next move was to stand on his back and

pretend he was some game I had just shot. It's certainly true that I would enjoy hunting man in

some way and I let Jerry know. I told him to envision himself as being mounted up on my wall

or becoming a rug for my feet. How many of you reading this chapter would enjoy either one of

those scenarios?I eventually got off the slave and allowed him to have a drink of water. While

he had the bottle up to his mouth I punched him in the stomach and laughed as the water

wildly sprayed out of his mouth. Since some of it touched me I had to discipline him so he

would never do it again."Do you dare spit at a member of the superior gender? You're just a

man and, thus, totally inferior. For that, you must be punished and suffer!"Just then I grabbed

his testicles and squeezed. I loved his reaction and couldn't stop laughing as I stared into his

frightened eyes. I kept squeezing and then even turned my hand with his testicles still inside.

Had I wanted to I could have gelded the redhead right then!I eventually let go of his testicles

and shoved him back on the bed. As he kept breathing heavily I placed my hands under his

knees and pulled him off the bed. As he hit the floor I let loose another thunderous laugh as I

hovered over him. Jerry wasn't sure what was coming next but I had many ideas in mind for the

helpless slave.

The book by Michael Beloved has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 7 people have provided feedback.
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